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RECENT ARCHrEOLOGICAL DOCUMENTS. 

Professor Price's edition of Some Literary Remains of Rim Sin (Arioch), 
King of Larsa, about 2285 B. C.,' contains transliteration and translation 
of eleven inscriptions of Rim Sin and his father, together with the auto- 
graphed text of Nos. 7 and 8; also introductory remarks, observations, a 
list of proper names, and a glossary. The author of the standard edition 
of The Great Cylinder Inscriptions (A and B) of Gudea has laid Old Testa- 
ment students under great obligations by thus collecting the scattered 

inscriptions of this ancient king, whom science is wont to identify with the 
Arioch (Eri-Aku),2 king of Ellasar, mentioned in Gen., chap. 14, as a 
contemporary of Abraham. He was the son of Kudur-Mabuk, an Elamite 
governor of Emutbal, a western district of the Elamite empire, who seated 
him upon the throne about 2285 B. C., at a time when Hammurabi, the 
Amraphel3 of the Old Testament, was the Semitic king of Babylon. The 
eleven inscriptions record the ancestry of Rim Sin, his regal position, his 
achievements as king and devotee of the gods, and his relation to other 
cities than Larsa. They are short and written in the archaic ideograph 
language of early Babylonia. 

W. MUSS-ARNOLT. 
BELMONT, MASS. 

1 Some Literary Remains of Rim Sin (Arioch), King of Larsa, about 2285 B. C. 
By Ira Maurice Price. ["The Decennial Publications of the University of Chicago," 
Vol. V.] Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1904. Pp. 167-91 and 5 plates. 

2 See, on the other hand, Zimmern in Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, 
p. 367. 

3 See on this name now Jeremias, Das Alte Testament im Lichte des alten Orients, 
p. 214, 3. rem. The I of Amraphel belongs, according to Hiising, to the following 

'C ; thus read Amraph li-melek. 
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are saved. The thought of the gospel is Pauline, it is Jewish, it is that of 
the growing Christian church, but it is not that of Jesus. 

The book is a very clear presentation of the general idea which is rep- 
resented in Harnack's What is Christianity ? and, in more extreme form, 
by Wernle's Beginnings of Christianity. It raises again the question: 
How fundamental are the differences between Jesus, Paul, and the fourth 

gospel ? 
IRVING F. WOOD. 

NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 
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Dr. Edgar J. Goodspeed has given us in his "Greek Papyri from the 
Cairo Museum,"4 another glimpse of Graeco-Egyptian life in the Ptolemaic 
and Roman periods. 

Such an essay as this affords us a view of life on its small side. Men 
were not all kings nor mighty warriors; it was not all processions and 
sacrifices. People marketed, drew up contracts, deeds, and prescriptions, 
paid taxes, litigated, played games, went on excursions, and lived the 
common life then as now. An invaluable service rendered by workers in 
this field is the tracing of the links of the literary chain extending from 
the Homeric cycle down to the present. The New Testament, for example, 
is not a solitary voice in a desert. These discovered fragments help in 
the building up of the historical and philological background that gives 
the New Testament writings their true setting: they give us, too, not only 
the literary style of the few but also the vernacular of the common people. 

There would seem to be a plethora of such material already, as evi- 
denced by such collections as the Berlinische Urkunden and the Rainier 

Papyri. But the scholar rejoices in the abundance of treasures and 
counts toil a pleasure if he may add even a little to the realm of knowledge. 
The present volume would have been increased in value-though also in 

expense-had fac-similes accompanied the transcripts the editor has 

given us. A book so prepared would be an invaluable adjunct palaeo- 
graphically in more than one seminary library. The editorial notes are 
excellent and complete. Depositories are noted, sizes, styles, dates, and 
sources described, and parallels given, as e. g., the references to the Amherst 
and Oxyrhynchus Papyri. Of especial merit are the historical notes and 
the attempts to date the fragments (cf. pp. 29, 30). The textual notes and 
translations are helpful: we could wish they were more numerous. Teravds 
is translated "smooth-faced," an unusual rendering though sanctioned by 
usage in reputable authors, as Galen: rcavoV at' KaOapoyv arpronwrov. 

Et8taL•o'p-qros is translated "easy by assimilation," a rendering more 

euphonious than literal. In spite of the mass of details, the book is remark- 

ably free from errors, though 
&iyop.vo.o .(-v.o/ 

), p. 76. 
While we have here only scraps, there are many interesting items to 

note. The peculiar double pointing occurs often: vrdr'at, Yl•o, 
t''ov, 

etc. Peculiar, possibly local, spellings-due, it may be, to dictation in 
many intances: sylavcr, eEoy-YOJ 00alc'•, rvfro9(Voo-), KaUXEL•) r/(-Xk rlF), 

TT7l•7rov(a7rvIrrelov). 
Familiar to students of late Greek are such forms 

4 Greek Papyri from the Cairo Museum, together with Papyri from American 
Collections. By Edgar J. Goodspeed. [" The Decennial Publications of the Univer- 
sity of Chicago," Vol. V.] Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1904. 78 pages. 
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as 
y•vrqpa, 

e pLts, cYvVyXCptv and a-vvXWp-rqa. The originals abound in 

grammatical errors: ovL7Tro1`/lgoL~ (for 
-tou), 7rpo OaL (for o ), 'v a~pvoi0ae 

(Oc) ur -JcXcwrao'Oat(-aocoe0c). 
An interesting grammatical parallel is 

'Avov/f3vo 7rw^ ica KoXooo'WV (cf. a~Aok s 1ica IIairXos) in a receipt dated I8o 
A. D., though, of course, much earlier instances are at hand. Lexically 
interesting are: aprcflfv (Egyptian, probably of Persian origin); iCTiKop, 

TlKovXaTwop (cf. Mark 6: 27), Xeytovorpto, 7partro'L7, r, Irpatvroptov (familiar 
Latin forms). Many new or unusual words occur: dpPo'xa70ro, aXaes, 
yvf 

oko'a, .u'tvavXov, 
1Spoov, 

Kax•tXcs; 
IcoLvoXoyEtv and Xapitetv (usually of 

middle or passive form), coXXkov (?), KovaSpcaptos, oStvs, optvos, aoKiCooI'- 
pLKOS, ou/rrwpta, 4VXAa•rpov, K.T.X. There is evident the fondness of later 
writers for elaborate compounds, as 

avvaXXayajaoroypod4o, poctw84cXXce0aT, 
cayalropa•dos. Substantives occur where verbs were used before, or vice 
versa: 

8•cpocrwanws, 
ioq0a 

~v• 
, 

4,o'pfL 
as, etc. 

The historical value of these fragments is evident from the fact that no 
fewer than four Egyptian and five Roman rulers (Hadrian, Antoninus, 
Aurelius, Verus, Commodus) are mentioned, as are also eight consuls. 

An excellent series of indexes, geographical, personal, and general, 
closes this interesting essay. 

WALLACE N. STEARNS. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 

Professor Breasted gives us an elaborate and valuable studys of the 
scenes and inscriptions by which the feats of Ramses II at the battle of 
Kadesh are commemorated. The Egyptian king, campaigning in Syria 
in his fifth year, is represented as extricating himself, his camp, and his 
army from a most dangerous situation in which they had been drawn by 
the crafty tactics of his enemy, the king of the Hittites with his allies. The 
scenes of chariots in array or wildly driven are familiar to all travelers in 
Egypt, and the inscriptions and papyri are well known individually to every 
student; but until Professor Breasted's work appeared, no one had treated 
them all collectively, and since different copies omit important passages, 
besides being themselves in fragmentary condition, the accounts of the 
battle hitherto available have been incomplete or erroneous. This appears 
from Breasted's summary of the work of his predecessors, commencing 
as far back as the year 1835- 

Breasted distinguishes three sources of information, the "Poem" (one 
copy of which is on papyrus), the "Record" accompanying the reliefs, and 

s The Battle of Kadesh: A Study in the Earliest Known Military Strategy. By 
James Henry Breasted. [" The Decennial Publications of the University of Chicago," 
Vol. V.] Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1904. 126 pages. 
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the "Reliefs" themselves. The object of all was not to describe the battle, 
but to record the courage and valor of the king. Nevertheless, the course 
of the encounter up to the supreme moment of the attack on Ramses' 

camp is now fairly clear. The revelation of ordered battle and "strategy" 
at so distant a date, about 1400 B. C., is unique. The forces on either 
side appear to have numbered about 20,000 men. The chief of the 
Hittites commanded over 3,500 chariots alone, each holding three men. 
His army was ranged on the north of the city of Kadesh, but Bedawi spies 
in his service persuaded the intelligence department of Ramses, who was 
advancing on the city from the south, that they were far away toward 

Aleppo. Thus deceived, Ramses went forward with the first division (of 
Amon), the other three divisions of his army following behind at a con- 
siderable distance. The division of Amon encamped on the northwest of 
Kadesh, when the spies were forced to confess their frauds. At this 
moment the Hittites' chariots, having moved around the city, fell upon the 
second division (of Re) while it was on the march, and pursued the rem- 
nant to the camp, which was thus isolated. Meanwhile urgent orders had 
been sent to the rest of the Egyptian army to push forward; Ramses arms 
himself, changes, and (single-handed, if we could believe the words) drives 
the opposing chariots into the Orontes, while those of the enemy who had 
entered the camp were annihilated by his soldiers. In the end Pharaoh 
and his army were recruited, and the enemy fled into Kadesh with heavy 
loss. 

We may still perhaps hope for further light on the details. The list of 
the allies of the Hittites comprises tantalizing names, such as Ionians and 
Dardanians; some portions of the inscriptions are broken, others obscure, 
while the scenes, as might be expected, are confused. New copies may be 

found, or collations with the originals may give new readings. The site of 
Kadesh seems well fixed by Breasted at Tell Nebi Mendi, five kilometers 
south of the Lake of Homs. In the sculptures the city appears as if built 
on an island, and, as a matter of fact, the Tell lies in a fork of the Orontes, 
the two branches of which were once connected on the third side by a 
canal. Lake Homs was known also as Lake Oadis to Abulfeda, and the 
name Oadis was found by Conder to cling to the neighborhood. Breasted's 
memoir is very clearly and attractively written. 

F. LL. GRIFFITH. 
RIVERSVALE, 

Asthon-under-Lyne, England. 
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